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With the rapid development of e-business, large volume of business processes need to be handled in a constrained time. )ere is
always a security issue related to on-time completion in many applications in the economic fields. So, how to effectively manage and
organize business processes became very important. By using cloud computing, instance-intensive processes can be handled more
effectively by applying just-right virtual machines. Hence, the management of cloud resources became an important issue that many
researchers focus on to fully utilize the advantage of cloud. In this paper, we mainly discuss the queuing theory and put forward our
novel dynamic process schedulingmodel based on queuing theory, which is namedM/G/k/l-P for business processes.)ismodel can
solve the issue of allocating appropriate number of cloud resources based on the number of tasks and execution stages to ensure
whether the numbers of cloud resources are sufficient and adequate or not, which can improve the security issue for business process.
)e service discipline in our model can provide a dynamic process by setting different priorities to improve the experience of users.
Evaluations prove that the queuing model of M/G/k/l-P can work very well for business workflow scheduling.

1. Introduction

Business processes are the series of interactions between
businesses and their users, vendors, and other related
partners [1]. A business workflow is an instance of well-
defined business process that is often repeated as a part of
standard enterprise operations [2]. Business process occurs
at all organizational levels and may not be visible to the
customers. A business process may often be visualized or
modeled as a flowchart of a sequence of activities with in-
terleaving decision points, which can also be viewed as a
process matrix of a sequence of activities with relevance rules
based on data in the process [3]. )e benefits of using
business processes mainly concentrate on improving the
satisfaction of customer and improving agility for reacting to
rapid market change [4, 5]. With intensified globalization,
e-business is in the process of rapid growth, which often
involves processing large numbers of instance-intensive
business processes within a constrained period of time [6].

A typical motivating instance-intensive business ex-
ample is security exchange in the stock market that involves
a large number of transactions between different organi-
zations, and each of them is a relatively short workflow
instance with only a few steps [7]. A stock depository and
clearing corporation in the stock market need to check and
produce money transfer details in the night-time for each
client who makes deals during the daytime before corre-
sponding money transfers can be processed between the
clearing corporation and the designated banks. )e re-
quiring allocation of cloud and edge resources is a typical
dynamic process depending on the number of transactions
[8]. )e clearing process and transferring money in stock
market may need to be finished before a deadline, for ex-
ample, 3 : 00 am each weekday [9].

By utilizing the novel infrastructure of cloud and edge
computing, instance-intensive processes can be solved easily to
apply enough virtual machines for the elastic property of cloud
environment [10, 11]. All the users can access those services for
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running their software applications in pay-as-you-go fashion to
avoid huge capital investment, energy consumption, and system
maintenance [12]. However, at the same time of meeting the
temporal requirement, for examole, deadline of business
workflow [13], cost is another factor we should focus on. )e
proper allocation of cloud resources can improve the efficiency
of virtual machines so that there is no waste [14, 15]. In this
paper, we apply queuing model for the allocation of cloud
resources based on the process of dynamic management, which
can be regarded as a very efficient method for cloud allocation.
As demonstrated in our evaluation, the queuingmodel ofM/G/
k/l-P is an effective solution for business workflow scheduling.

)ere are mainly three contributions in our paper.
First, it is the first time that we employ queuing theory

for business workflow scheduling. )ere are a large number
of tasks that need to be scheduled in business workflows,
which are convenient to operate virtual machines as servers
by queuing theory in cloud environment.

Second, our modelM/G/k/l-P applies cloud resources in
a dynamic process, which can dynamically manage the
number of virtual machines based on service time distri-
bution so there is no much waste.

)ird, the service discipline in our modelM/G/k/l-P can
significantly improve the Quality of Service (QoS) in
business processes. We apply two service disciplines besides
the default one in our model so that the tasks in business
processes with high priority can be served first based on the
different demands of users.

)e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 proposes a
motivating example of time-constrained instance-intensive
business processes in stock market and gives the detailed
problem analysis. Section 4 presents some preliminary
contents of queuing theory. Section 5 discusses some clas-
sical queuing models and puts forward our novel queuing
model of M/G/k/l-P for business processes. Section 6 pro-
vides a set of results for evaluation of our queuing model.
Finally, section 7 concludes our contributions and points out
the future work.

2. Related Work

Matching abundant business tasks to machines and
scheduling the execution order of these tasks are referred to
mapping.)is problem of mapping has been proved to be an
NP-complete issue in [15–17]. A shortest tree algorithm is
described in [15] that minimizes the sum of execution and
communication costs for arbitrarily connected distributed
systems with arbitrary numbers of processors. )is algo-
rithm uses a dynamic programming approach to solve the
problem for n tasks and m processors in O(m2n) time. A
scheduling risk assessment framework [16] is developed to
model the uncertainties in duration and observe their impact
on project objectives such as completion time and cost. It
provides some important propositions or guidelines for
project management practitioners. An Analytics-as-a-Ser-
vice (AaaS) platform [17] is proposed to deliver on-demand
services at low cost in an easy use manner. In this paper, we
propose a model that effectively admits data analytics

requests, dynamically provisions resources, and maximizes
profit for AaaS providers, while satisfying QoS requirements
of queries with Service Level Agreement guarantees. It can
enhance profits, reduce resource costs, increase query ad-
mission rates, and decrease query response times. All these
algorithms mainly focus on minimizing execution and
communication costs. However, these algorithms have not
fully considered the specific scenarios with large amounts of
business workflow tasks. In our paper, queuing theory is
employed for scheduling large number of business workflow
tasks so it is convenient to operate cloud servers for no waste
of resources.

In cloud environments, scheduling decisions can be
made in the shortest time which are possible for utilizing a
distributed suite of different high-performance machines.
Cloud computing can offer powerful, on-demand, and
elastic computing resources, which is an ideal hosting en-
vironment for running a large batch of parallel business
processes [18]. Many algorithms have been proposed to
schedule the business workflow applications in heteroge-
neous distributed system environments. Reference [19] is
devoted to improving the performance for cloud service
platforms by minimizing uncertainty propagation in
scheduling workflow applications that have both uncertain
task execution time and data transfer time. Moreover, a
novel scheduling architecture is designed to control the
count of workflow tasks directly waiting on each service
instance. Yu et al. [20] propose several challenges for
scheduling workflow applications in grid environment and
some are hard to resolve; for example, the grid resources are
not under the control of the scheduler. )ey also classify
workflow scheduling into two major types: best-effort-based
and QoS-constraint-based scheduling. However, these al-
gorithms do not fully utilize the dynamic characteristic of
cloud resources. In our paper, the allocation of cloud re-
sources can be a dynamic process based on the initialized
number of tasks and execution stage. First, the execution
processes are prioritized by different demands of users.
)en, our M/G/k/l-P can dynamically manage the usage of
virtual machines based on service time distribution.

)ere are some existing researches which focus on dy-
namic resource allocation. )ey mostly draw attention on
energy consumption by using multiple virtual machines and
make great contributions to computer science. Reference
[21] proposes a cloud resource allocation model based on an
imperfect information Stackelberg game (CSAM-IISG) us-
ing a hidden Markov model in cloud computing environ-
ment. )is strategy increases the profit of both the resource
suppliers and applicants. Reference [22] presents a queuing
model that buffers the same type of VM jobs in one virtual
queue. )e queuing model then divides the VM scheduling
into two parallel low-complexity algorithms, that is, intra-
queue buffering and interqueue scheduling. )is model can
achieve low delay performance in terms of average job
completion time and high throughput performance in terms
of job hosting ratio. Reference [23] provides a QoS-metric-
based resource provisioning technique that can cater to
provisioned resource distribution and scheduling of re-
sources. )is technique is efficient in reducing execution
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time and cost of cloud workloads along with other QoS
parameters. Reference [24] uses virtualization technology to
allocate data center resources dynamically based on appli-
cation demands and supports green computing by opti-
mizing the number of servers. Waiting time is considered as
an important parameter for the evaluation of queuing
theory. )is strategy combines different types of workloads
nicely and improves the overall utilization of server re-
sources. All these strategies have set up a more specific
situation and solve the problem of resource allocation.
However, these scheduling strategies almost have not con-
sidered service discipline to prove high QoS. )e queuing
model in our M/G/k/l-P can reduce the number of the
virtual machines and significantly improve the QoS in two
aspects: dynamically manage the usage of virtual machines
and set different service disciplines for the demands of users.

3. Motivating Business Workflow Example and
Existing Problem

Security exchange is a typical time-constrained commercial
event and any failures of the on-time completion for money
transfer in stock market may cause huge financial losses
because unsuccessful timely money transfer could result in
the failure of making deals, which is definitely a disastrous
situation in the stock market. Security exchange is also a
typical multistep process and most steps are executed in
parallel. For the clearing process, there are six major stages
which contain some steps as shown in Figure 1.

For an example of security organization in China, there
are tens of thousands of users and their information include
account, password, transaction, balance of account, and so
on. All these involve threat protection, encryption, data
protection, and archiving.

More than one hundred security corporations that may
have a great number of branches in security exchange
market, which is a typical instance-intensive business pro-
cess. Customers may choose a certain branch to deal with the
security transactions, so the system of security exchange is
extremely complex. Figure 1 is just a very simple model that
we use to interpret our business workflow scheduling
processes. Step 1 in Figure 1 may involve various validation
processes and they all log on security stock trading center to
conduct transactions. Millions of client entrustments can be
requested by clients all over the country. All of them are
processed concurrently in more than 4000 branches [25].
Steps 2 and 3 check the raw entrustment data that clients
make deals and generate the balance of trades [26]. However,
after settling all the trading processes during trading day
before 3 : 00 pm (closing time), the real fund settlements
should be cleared within three levels as shown in steps 4–6,
which are the most important steps for security trading. )e
first level clearing is between clearing corporations and
security corporations, the second one is between security
corporations and their branches, and then the third one is
between branches and users.)ese three steps involve a large
number of capital flow and money transfer in stock market
that need to be finished before 3 : 00 am of each weekday,
which are typical time-constrained tasks. Any failures of on-

time completion for money transfer in stock market may
cause huge financial losses because unsuccessful timely
money transfer could result in the failure of making deals,
which is definitely a disastrous situation in the security
exchange market. )e final step, that is, step 6, is to produce
clearing files. Security corporations and designated banks
should produce the clearing files for clearing corporation.
)e balance of all transferred capital should be set to zero at
the clearing corporation level [27].

As shown in Figure 1, the six steps have a sequential
relationship.)ere is a large number of works to schedule all
the security exchange transactions in limited constrained
time. )e amount of transactions may be much bigger
during some special days than common time, like the first
day and the weekend of a week, and there are more tasks
which should be scheduled in the night. Meanwhile, the
multistep transactions are always short-duration activities.
)e execution time of short-duration activities is normally
much smaller than traditional scientific long-duration ac-
tivities and every activity can be handled and responded in a
short time. Based on all these characteristics in stock market,
it is well suited to apply cloud environment to schedule
security exchange transactions because cloud computing can
offer on-demand, elastic, and cost-effective resource as
shown in Figure 2.

However, due to the dynamic characteristics of cloud
computing, how to allocate cloud resources dynamically in
the initiation and execution stages so that the cloud re-
sources can be efficiently utilized without much waste is an
extremely complex issue because the allocation of cloud
resources should be dynamically adjusted based on the
arrival tasks. First, what we need to do is allocating ap-
propriate number of cloud resources based on the initialized
number of tasks. )en, execution process of business
workflow should be monitored in real time to ensure that the
number of cloud resources is sufficient and adequate. It is
really a dynamic usage process of cloud resources. In this
paper, we apply queuing modelM/G/k/l-P for the allocation
of cloud resources. )e novel queuing model can be proved
as a very efficient method based on our evaluations. Fur-
thermore, we apply different service disciplines in our
queuing model, so that it can offer a dynamic scheduling
process by setting different priorities to the tasks based on
the requirements of users.

4. Preliminary of Queuing Theory

Queuing theory is a mathematical research of waiting lines
or queues which focuses on identifying and managing the
response time of users for services. Queuing theory was
created to describe the Copenhagen telephone exchange
originally and the ideas had seen applications including
telecommunication [28], traffic engineering [29], computing
and the design of factories [30], shops, offices, and hospitals
[31].)e theory allows cloud system to be scaled optimally to
guarantee the QoS for response time. It can also plan proper
deployment and removal of virtual machines according to
the system load [32]. So, it is very applicable to be used for
our instance-intensive workflow scheduling, which also aims
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to get an excellent scheduling result in the response time of
various kinds of tasks dynamically. )e queuing model is
constructed in advance so that the queue length and waiting
time can be predicted by queuing theory (https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Queueing_theory-cite_note-sun-1).It is
generally considered as a branch of process management
research because the results are often used when making
business decisions about the required resources to provide a
good service.

Queuing systems can be characterized by various
probabilistic properties, such as complex input process,
service time distribution, number of servers, buffer size, and
queue discipline.)ese properties can be described as shown
in Figure 3, which is the fundamental form for different
kinds of queuing theories.

)e aim of investigations in queuing system is to get the
main measures of the system, which are the probabilistic
properties of following random variables: number of tasks in
the system, number of waiting tasks in each server, response
time of tasks, waiting time of a task, and utilization of all
servers. To fully utilize these properties of queuing system in
instance-intensive business processes, wemainly apply input
process as the incoming flow and service time as the exe-
cution time of scheduling tasks. We also employ a number of
servers as the virtual machines in cloud environment. Buffer
size represents the quantitative restriction of virtual ma-
chines which can be unlimited based on the dynamical
property of cloud. Queue discipline is the basic scheduling
rule by which a task will be selected.)emost common rules

are First In First Out (FIFO) and Random Serve by using
queuing theory, and we aim at adjusting the number of
virtual machines dynamically to control the length of
waiting queue and response time. It is an effective way to
save the cost of using cloud resources.

As shown in Figure 3, there can be many kinds of forms
by using different properties in different queuing theories.
Commonly used characters for “complex input process” and
“service time distribution” in the shorthand notation are D
(Deterministic), M (Markovian-Poisson for the arrival
process or exponential for the service time distribution
required by each task), G (General), GI (General and In-
dependent), and Geom (Geometric) [33]. “Number of
servers” can be a fixed number or a variable. “Buffer size”
and “queue discipline” are designated as yellow color in
Figure 3, which means that they can be omitted if they are
unnecessary. “Buffer size” is not used if the waiting room is
unlimited. “Queue discipline” is not used for the case of the
First Come First Serve queue discipline.

5. Queuing Models for Business Workflow

5.1. Classical Models of Queuing (eory. )ere are some
common forms of queuing systems. G/G/1 is the most
general FIFO Single-Server Queue (SSQ) considered in
queuing theory, where both the arrival and service processes
are based on general distribution. G denotes a general
distribution for both interarrival time and service time. One
denotes that the model has a single server. )e evolution of
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this queue can be described by the Lindley equation [34]
which is a discrete-time stochastic process An where n is an
integer value. Here, we set An to be the interarrival time
between the nth and (n + 1)th tasks, Bn represents the
service time of the nth task. )e process of execution can be
used to describe the waiting time experienced by tasks in a
queue or evolution of a queue length over time. Let W

represent mean waiting time and we apply Wn to be the
waiting time of the nth task. So, the execution time of Un can
be described as

Un � Bn − An. (1)

Based on formula (1), we can figure out the waiting time
of tasks in a recursion form:

Wn+1 � max
0,

Wn + Un,
 s.t. n≥ 1, (2)

where W1 � 0 represents that the first task does not need to
wait. Subsequent tasks have to wait if they arrive at a time
before the previous task has been served. Different inter-
arrival and service time are considered to be independent so
that sometimes the model is denoted as GI/GI/1 to em-
phasize the independent characteristic.

By considering the straightforward case of deterministic
queues, we will discuss another form of queuing model
where the interarrival and service time are nondeterministic.
M/M/1 represents the queue length in a system which has a
single server, where interarrival is determined by a Poisson
arrival process, and task service time is based on an expo-
nential distribution with infinite buffer. )is model is the
most elementary queuing system which is an attractive
objective of study as closed-form expressions that can be
obtained for many metrics of interest in this model. An
extension of this model with more than one server is the
M/M/k queue.

)e M/M/1 model is a stochastic process whose state
space is the set {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}, where the value corresponds to
the number of tasks in the system. Arrivals of tasks occur at
rate λ according to the Poisson process andmove the process
from state i to state i + 1. Service times of tasks have an
exponential distribution with parameter 1/μ in the M/M/1
queue, where μmeans service rate.M/M/1 is a special case of
G/G/1, so all the results which are applicable to G/G/1 are
also applicable to M/M/1. Here, one important measure for
performance of queuing system is the utilization, which is
denoted as ρM/M/1. It is the proportion of time that a server is
busy on average. )e other probability of n tasks is denoted
as pn. Here,

ρM/M/1 �
λ
μ

. (3)

By this utilization, we can get a balance equation which
describes the probability flux associated with aMarkov chain
in and out of states or set of states in M/M/1 model. )e
balance equations of all tasks are shown as the following
situations.

Situation 1:

μ1P1 � λ0P0. (4)

Situation 2:

λ0P0 + μ2P2 � λ1 + μ1( P1. (5)

Situation n:

λn− 1Pn− 1 + μn+1Pn+1 � λn + μn( Pn. (6)

So, we can obtain the probability of P0 in M/M/1 model
by those balance equations.

P
M/M/1
0 �

1
1 + 

∞
n�1 

n− 1
i�0 λi/μi+1( .

(7)

M/M/1 is the simplest Markovian queue. A single ma-
chine is used to serve the first task at a time from the front of
the queue according to FIFO discipline. When the service is
finished, the task leaves the queue and the number of tasks in
the system is decreased by one. Assuming that the M/M/1
queue-size process starts at state 0, it will stay in state 0 for a
period of time that is exponentially distributed with pa-
rameter λ and then it moves to state 1.)e buffer is of infinite
size so there is no limit on the number of tasks. )e model
can be described as a continuous Markov chain with
transition rate matrix on the state space.

Q
M/M/1

�

− λ λ

μ − (μ + λ) λ

μ − (μ + λ) λ

. . .

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (8)

Generally, state space transition diagrams are used to
represent a system as a collection of states and activities
associated with various relationships among the states.
Queuing systems are modeled by continuous Markov chains
that are often described by their state transition diagram
which provides the complete information of their detailed
balance equations. )e state space transition diagram of M/
M/1 is shown in Figure 4.

)e diagram shows how the systemmoves from one state
to another and the rate of movements between different

Complex input process Service time distribution Number of servers Buffer size Queue discipline

Figure 3: Fundamental form of queuing theory.
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states. )e state space transition diagram has many appli-
cations related to the design and analysis of real-time and
object-oriented systems.

5.2. M/G/k/l-P Model. As the business workflow example
described in Section 3, there are tens of thousands of security
transactions that need to be scheduled and handled in a fixed
period of time. So, it is convenient to apply virtual machines
as servers in cloud environment. In many cloud systems,
server is paid for its usage time regardless whether it is busy or
not. Normally, the time that transmission capacity is not used
and this is time during whichmoney is spent but no revenue is
earned. )erefore, it is important to design systems that will
maintain high utilization for cloud resources. Hence, we need
to consider the waiting lengths of different models for various
virtual machines, so we use l to represent the length of waiting
queue. Finally, we add a service discipline in our model so it
can be presented as M/G/k/l-P.

First, we will continuously discuss the first three basic
components of M/G/k/l-P. Based on the above M/M/1
model in subsection 5.1, we can get the queuing model of
M/M/k when the applied number of servers is more than 1.
)e model can also be described as a continuous Markov
chain with complex transition rate matrix on the state space.

Q
M/M/k

�

− λ λ

μ − (μ + λ) λ

2μ − (2μ + λ) λ

⋮

kμ − (kμ + λ) λ

kμ − (kμ + λ) λ

⋮

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

(9)

)e state space transition diagram ofM/M/k is shown in
Figure 5.

)ere is a key difference betweenM/M/1 andM/M/k since
the system has m servers, which refers to the number of links
between source and destination nodes. Let P represent the
probabilities of n tasks in the system, S represent the number
of times of entering state n, and L represent the number of
times of leaving state n where S and L have the following
relation |S − L| ∈ 0, 1{ } when the system arrives at a steady
state. Using the same calculation process withM/M/1, we can
get the probability of p0 inM/M/kmodel. Here, the utilization
of k servers forM/M/k is denoted as ρM/M/k, where ρM/M/k < 1.

P
M/M/k
0 � 

k− 1

i�0

1
i!

λ
μ

 

i

+
1
k!

1
1 − ρM/M/k

λ
μ

 

k

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

− 1

. (10)

)en, the mean waiting time of M/M/k model can be
predicted so we can obtain the mean waiting time for all
tasks of WM/M/k in formula (11). ρM/M/k � λ/kμ; M means
Markov that tasks arrive according to Poisson process.

W
M/M/k

�
kρM/M/k( 

kρM/M/k

k! 1 − ρM/M/k( 
2λ

P
M/M/k
0 . (11)

As the dynamic nature of business process, most of the
tasks may be served in a period of time which is an arbitrary
probability distribution. )e distribution and mean number
of busy servers are also insensitive to the shape of service
time distribution. So, we applyM/G/kmodel to schedule the
business processes instead of M/M/k.

M/G/k queue is a queuing model, where task arrivals
have an exponential distribution with infinite buffer. G
represents service time process which is arbitrary. k rep-
resents the number of virtual machines that we apply in
cloud environment. )e model is an extension of theM/M/k
queue, where service time must be generally distributed
based on M/G/1 queue with a single server. Using the same
calculation process with M/M/k, we can get the probability
of p0 in M/G/k model. Here, the utilization of k servers for
M/G/k is denoted as ρM/G/k, where ρM/G/k < k.

P
M/G/k
0 � 1 + 

k− 1

i�0

(k − 1)! k − ρM/G/k( 

i! ρM/G/k( 
(k− 1)

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

− 1

. (12)

Here, we make it clear that the insensitivity property
does not extend to the arrival process. )e distribution of
busy servers and blocking probability is insensitive to the
shape of the service time distribution. So, we concentrate on
service time of different models. )ere are some elements
that we need to use for illustrating the waiting time ofM/G/k
such as expectation and variance. )ey are denoted as E and
V in the following formula:

W
M/G/k

�
V + E

2

2E k − ρM/G/k( 
P

M/G/k
0 . (13)

)e expectation of waiting time for M/G/k model is also
based on M/M/k. )e main difference between them is the
service time distribution. So, we compare both of the ex-
pectation for M/M/k and M/G/k in the following formula:

λ λ

µ µ

0 1 . . .

λ λ

µ µ

n n + 1 . . .

λ λ

µ µ

i

λ

µ

. . .

Figure 4: State space transition diagram of M/M/1.
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  �
C
2
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2

E W
M/M/k

 . (14)

Here, C2 is a variable coefficient of service time distri-
bution and C is less than 1. So, we can figure out that the
value of (C2 + 1)/2 is less than 1. It means that the expec-
tation of M/G/k will be less than M/M/k based on formula
(14).

)en, we add l to represent the length of waiting queue in
our model by considering the waiting length of different
models:

l �
λV + λE

2

2E k − ρM/G/k( 
P

M/G/k
0 . (15)

Finally, the most important factor we consider in this
paper is the service discipline. )is can significantly influ-
ence the Quality of Service (QoS) in instance-intensive
business processes. )ere are various scheduling policies
that can be used at queuing nodes. However, both the FIFO
and Random Serve may result in quite long waiting time
which can seriously influence the service time for most of
tasks. In order to prove that all the business tasks can be
scheduled in a constrained time period, we add the priority
property which is represented by P in our queuing model.
So, our model is described as M/G/k/l-P which means that
tasks in instance-intensive business processes with high
priority are served first.

Here, priority queues can be set into two types,
nonpreemptive and preemptive. Nonpreemptive means a
task in service cannot be interrupted and preemptive
means a task in service can be interrupted by a higher
priority task. So, the waiting queue in our M/G/k/l-P is
dynamical based on different priorities of tasks and this
can be called as dynamic process scheduling. )e dy-
namic mechanism can satisfy some high QoS of users
when they need to execute their tasks in a short time. It
also can be used in the scenario that all tasks should be
completed in a constrained time. As we discuss in Section
3 that security exchange is a typical instance-intensive
business process, there are a large number of security
exchange transactions need to be scheduled in a con-
strained time. Security company should prove that all the
tasks are scheduled in the constrained time. If there is any
error in the execution process which may cause execution
congestion in a certain virtual machine. )en, the priority
of tasks in waiting queue should be changed based on our
dynamic process. So, it can adjust the execution process
in real-time. )is also can avoid the execution failure by
the congestion, which may cause huge financial losses.

Based on the dynamic mechanism ofM/G/k/l-P, if there
is just one task in the system, the service rate of the system is
μ1, and only one virtual machine works in the scheduling
process. It means the other virtual machines are all in idle
state. If there are two tasks in the system, then the service rate
of the system is 

2
j�1 μj. )e service rate reaches the highest

value when the task number reaches k, which means all the
servers are put into operation. So, the state space transition
diagram of Figure 6 is different with Figures 4 and 5.

We set four indicators like urgency degree, occupation
degree, waiting time, and defrayment of tasks as x1, x2, x3,
and x4. So, the priority of task can be set as

yi �
max4i�1 xi(  − xi

max4i�1 xi(  − min4i�1 xi( 
. (16)

)en, the proportion of the four indicators will be added
based on formula (16). Finally, all the tasks are set into
preemptive and nonpreemptive by our queuing theory.
Based on the above discussion, a concrete process for M/G/
k/l-P model is described in Algorithm 1, as the service
discipline is applied in M/G/k/l-P that the tasks will be
scheduled with different priorities. )e normal time com-
plexity is O(nm) in Algorithm 1 by nonpreemptive way,
which is a very good result for scheduling. When some tasks
have high priorities and need to preempt the resources of
other tasks, the time complexity will be up to O(nm2) in the
worst case.

6. Evaluation

6.1. Experimental Setting. In this section, we will present our
simulation based on different parameters such as arrival
time, waiting time, and response time for different tasks to
test the effectiveness of our queuing model. )e arrival time
of tasks such as in security exchange will be different and
follow a certain arrival rate. )e clearing process in security
exchange is a typically time-constrained and real-time
system. All the tasks in security exchange must be completed
based on a certain temporal expectation. However, there are
thousands of security corporations which may have a great
number of branches in security exchange market. After
settling all the transaction processes during the trading day,
the real fund settlement should be generated and cleared
within a certain constrained time, which is most important
for security exchange. )e trading numbers of different
security corporations may not be the same in different
trading time of a certain day. So, the arrival rate of tasks will
not be monotonous but in different range. It is appropriate
to use our M/G/k/l-P queuing model because the task ar-
rivals have an exponential distribution in our model, which

λ λ

µ 2µ

0 1 . . .

λ λ

kµ kµ

k k + 1

λ

kµ

k + m. . .

λ λ

iµ (i + 1)µ

i

λ

kµ

. . .

Figure 5: State space transition diagram of M/M/k.
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can represent the real service time process in security ex-
change. As depicted in Figure 7, massive business processes
are mapped into workflow instances in a short period of
time. )e same type of cloud server is set in the waiting
queue system for obtaining service.

Waiting time is also a most important parameter because
security exchange is a real-time system. Each task needs to be
handled as soon as it comes into the system to ensure the real-
time requirement of the trading system.Waiting time is greatly
influenced by the arrival time of tasks. However, waiting time
can be totally different by various queuing systems. So, we
mainly demonstrate our simulations to test the parameter of
waiting time in this part. )e other parameter we focus on is
response time which depends on the tasks’ arrival time, waiting
time, and service time in the queuing system. )e values of
waiting time are expected to be small enough to satisfy the
requirements of security exchange system. )en, these pa-
rameters will be carried out in different experiments and the
contrast methods are First Come First Serve (FCFS) queue
systems [35] and dynamic programming (DP) algorithm [36].

Our experiments are conducted based on various sim-
ulations to satisfy different requirements and conditions of
security exchange systems. We compare various simulation
results by different arrival rates, temporal expectation,
waiting time, and response time. )e simulation environ-
ment is based on Win 10 OS (32GB memory/3.2Hz CPU)

and MATLAB 2015. )e execution time in our simulation
can be considered as standard time unit.

6.2. Experimental Results. Based on our queuing model M/
G/k/l-P, the total waiting time is influenced by different
arrival rate λ, service rate μ, and temporal expectation of all
the tasks. If the temporal expectation is too small, then the
number of servers needs to be more. So, we set a large
temporal expectation first to avoid using large volume of
servers as shown in Table 1. Here, the temporal expectation
is set to 30 time units.

As shown in Table 1, the total waiting time is very high
when both the arrival rate and service rate are very low.
)ere is very short waiting time when the service rate is large
enough. Generally, service rate should not be smaller than
arrival rate so that waiting queue will not exceed the buffer
size, which can avoid the overflow of waiting queue.

)en, some representative and comprehensive temporal
expectations and service rates are applied to get convictive
results in the following figures. )e temporal expectation is
set to 15, which is a relatively small number in Figure 8 to get
a high demand result. In addition, the arrival rate is also set
to a small number which can avoid a rather long waiting
queue in the system.

As shown in Figure 8, five servers at least are required
to deal with all the tasks because the total waiting time for

λ λ

µ1 µ1 + µ2

0 1 . . .

λ λ

∑µk ∑µk

k k + 1

λ

∑µk

k + m. . .

λ λ

∑µi ∑µ(i+1)

i

λ

∑µk

. . .

Figure 6: State space transition diagram of M/G/k/l-P.
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all tasks will be very high if less than four servers are
applied be it in FCFS, DP, M/D/k, M/M/k, or our M/G/k/
l-P. However, the total waiting time decreases sharply
when more servers are applied. Meanwhile, we can see
that our M/G/k/l-P performs much better than the other
methods regardless of how many servers are applied for
scheduling.

Moreover, the total waiting time is also lower. However,
if the arrival rate λ of tasks increases to 0.8 as shown in
Figure 10, we can see that the total waiting time is higher
than that in Figure 9. Specifically, when the number of
servers is one or two, the waiting time in Figure 10 is much
higher than that in Figure 9 because most of the tasks will
swarm into the waiting queue at the beginning and the
processing capacity cannot keep up with the demand of
users when the arrival rate reaches to 0.8. So, most of the
tasks need to wait for a long time when the applied servers
are too few. )is situation will cause a poor experience of
QoS for users. In order to solve this problem, we can apply
suitable number of servers according to the high arrival rate
of 0.8 as shown in Figure 10. )e waiting time is as much as
that in Figure 9 by ourM/G/k/l-P when applying more than
two servers. Also, the waiting time obtained byM/G/k/l-P is
much lower than the other methods.

Input: )e arrival states of business workflow examples
Output: )e finished business workflow examples

(1) for i⟶ 1 in k do
(2) l � λV + λE2/2E(i − ρ)P0;
(3) yi � max4i�1(xi) − xi/max4i�1 − min4i�1(xi);
(4) ifyi > 1 do
(5) select the example of this priority to process
(6) update l and yi;
(7) else
(8) for u⟶ 1 in queue do
(9) if u in l then
(10) u is selected to process
(11) update l and yi;
(12) break;
(13) P � [1 + 

k− 1
i�0 (k − 1)!(k − ρ)/i!ρk− 1]− 1;

(14) W � V + E2/2E(k − ρ)P;
(15) update P and W;
(16) end

ALGORITHM 1: M/G/k/l-P model.

Table 1: Total waiting time by M/G/k/l-P model with different arrival and service rates for all tasks.

λ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
0.1 83.3 — — — — — — — —
0.2 33.3 41.7 — — — — — — —
0.3 21.4 23.4 27.8 — — — — — —
0.4 15.9 16.7 18.2 20.8 — — — — —
0.5 12.6 13.0 13.8 14.9 16.9 — — — —
0.6 10.5 10.7 11.1 11.8 12.6 13.9 — — —
0.7 9.0 9.1 9.4 9.8 10.3 10.9 11.9 — —
0.8 7.8 7.9 7.9 8.3 8.7 9.1 9.7 10.4 —
0.9 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.8 8.2 8.6 9.3
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Figure 8: Total waiting time within the temporal expectation of 15
time units and arrival rate of 0.4 for all tasks.
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Based on our model M/G/k/l-P, we can see that the
waiting time is relatively small when applying a suitable
number of servers, which influences the performance of the
queuing model. Meanwhile, it can monitor the waiting time
under different number of servers to dynamically adjust the
number for queuing model. So, M/G/k/l-P can dynamically
manage the number of virtual machines and waiting queue
based on service time distribution to avoid much waste of
cloud resources.

As we described in our queuing model M/G/k/l-P,
service discipline is also an important factor that will
significantly influence the experience of users. )e default
service discipline is FCFS and we set certain priorities to
improve the QoS of users. As shown in Figure 11, the

discipline of short-task preemptive performs better in
waiting time than any other two disciplines when the
arrival rate is lower than 0.9. Although the waiting time of
long-task preemptive discipline is higher than the other
models as shown in Figure 11, it can offer high priority for
long task to avoid serving in queuing model at last.
Hence, our queuing model M/G/k/l-P can meet the
different demands of queuing question by considering
corresponding service disciplines.

Figure 12 illustrates the changing process of total re-
sponse time when the arrival rate increases. In this exper-
iment, increasingly low values for the number of servers has
a great impact on reducing the response time when the
applied number of servers is less than four. Also, the re-
sponse time can stabilize quickly when the number of servers
increases. So, four servers are applied to see the variation
trend when arrival rate increases by our queuing model M/
G/k/l-P as shown in Figure 12. It demonstrates that the
response time is highly influenced by arrival rate. However,
the waiting time is smoothly influenced. Moreover, the
waiting time has been reduced in large extent, which means
our queuing model M/G/k/l-P actually improves the effi-
ciency greatly.

Based on the above discussions, our model M/G/m/k-
P can perform better thanM/D/k andM/M/kmodels. We
can know that the impact of arrival rate is smaller than
time expectation in our model. All the experiments from
Figures 8–11 indicate thatM/D/k, M/M/k, andM/G/k/l-P
get close performance while the applied numbers of
servers are large enough because the differences between
these models will be small and the redundant hardware
resources will compensate for the lack of traditional
models when applying more servers. However, these may
cause huge waste to apply too much cloud servers. So, we
proved that our model M/G/k/l-P can get the best results
compared with others as shown from Figures 8–11 when we
apply appropriate number of cloud servers. )is feature
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Figure 10: Total waiting time within the temporal expectation of 30
time units and arrival rate of 0.8 for all tasks.
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ensures that our queuing model M/G/k/l-P can be well
applied on the scenario of security exchange and shows
great advantage compared with traditional models. Our
queuing model M/G/k/l-P can provide correct and quick
clearing process for large numbers of security transactions
and save much execution cost for security exchange
companies.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

)e paper introduces a typical motivating instance-intensive
business example in the stock market. It involves a large
number of transactions which can be scheduled by queuing
theory. )en, we put forward our novel model of queuing
system based on queuing theory, which is M/G/k/l-P for
business processes. Our model can handle the issue of al-
locating appropriate number of cloud resources dynamically
to ensure that the number of cloud resources is sufficient and
adequate. We also set different priorities for tasks based on
the demands of users, so it can improve the experience of
users. Various simulations in our paper prove thatM/G/k/l-
P performs very well for instance-intensive business process.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that
schedules the instance-intensive business processes by
queuing theory. )e results presented in this paper promise a
new research direction in the area of business workflows.
However, there are at least two research topics that we need to
address in the near future. First, the service rate should be
larger than arrival rate so that the waiting queue would not
exceed the size of buffer in ourmodelM/G/k/l-P. Also, we can
set a dynamical buffer in the future to relax this constraint.
Second, the service discipline can be more flexible in the
future so that the queuing model can perform even better.
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